
MartinLogan’s unique, see-through, thin-film speaker

technology brings new levels of precision to sound,

matching the performance provided by the latest high

definition plasma televisions.

Completely compatible with your audio equipment, your

video equipment and your lifestyle, the MartinLogan

Clarity provides a rich musical and cinematic experi-

ence in your home—without compromise and at an

unrivaled price.

The exclusive look, styling, colors and textures of fine

furniture with a sonic performance beyond traditional

technologies—including your favorite movie theater!

Clarity—something extraordinary for your eyes and

your ears. Find out more at martinlogan.com or expe-

rience Clarity and the entire MartinLogan line at your

local MartinLogan certified audio specialist.
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MartinLogan Clarity™

High Definition Sound



MartinLogan’s unique, thin-film ESL

(electrostatic loudspeaker) technology

brings new levels of precision to sound.

Originally conceived in 1923 along-

side cone drivers, ESL’s have long been

heralded by experts within the industry

as the superior technology. However,

ESL’s were not practical until modern

aerospace materials became available

in the last two decades. Since 1983

MartinLogan has continually advanced

ESL technology and set the standard

for ultimate, no compromise sound—

taking ESL technology out of the lab-

oratory and into your living room. For

full details regarding the ESL concept

visit www.martinlogan.com. 

Something extraordinary for your eyes and your ears. 

At MartinLogan we begin each day focused on our dream of creating the perfect marriage

of unlimited performance and exquisite design—delivering pure sound beautifully.

The Clarity speaker system brings a rich cinematic experience into your home theater—

without compromise. The heart of the Clarity is a Generation 2 electrostatic transducer

with an ultra-thin diaphragm that precisely tracks the input signal and flawlessly transmits

clean powerful sound.  MicroPerf™ stator design maximizes efficiency and dispersion of

sound and also increases optical clarity.

MartinLogan ClearSpars™ elegantly suspend the diaphragm between the stators and

accentuate Clarity's exclusive transparent look providing incomparable sonic accuracy,

efficiency, and dispersion.

Clarity's unique NAC™ (Natural Ambience Compensation) driver extends full range

reference level sound to the entire home theater audience, regardless of their location.

A true audiophile solution, the NAC is parallel to the signal path and features an on/off

switch to adjust for listener preference.

Clarity's high-resolution aluminum woofer delivers extended bass detail with explosive

power. Its low-voltage power supply simplifies installation and maximizes placement options.

Clarity is available in three beautiful color palettes—hardwoods, metallic accents and

fabrics—which will enhance both your home and lifestyle. Find out more about the

Clarity at www.martinlogan.com.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 46–22,000 Hz, ± 3db

HORIZONTAL DISPERSION 30 degrees

VERTICAL DISPERSION 26" (66cm) line source.  NAC enhanced sound field.

SENSITIVITY 89 dB/2.83 volts/meter

IMPEDANCE 6 ohms, 1.1 @20kHz

CROSSOVER FREQUENCY 450 Hz

COMPONENTS Custom-wound audio transformer, air core coils

NAC DRIVER 1" (2.5cm) soft dome

WOOFER TYPE 8" (20.3cm) high excursion, high rigidity cone with extended

throw driver assembly, non-resonance asymmetrical chamber

format; bass reflex

POWER HANDLING 200 watts/channel

WEIGHT 31 lbs. each  (14.1 kg)

SIZE 10.2" w x 12.25" d x 53" h  (25.9cm w x 31.1 d x 135 h)

MartinLogan Clarity™
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